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Abstract: The purpose of this work is to develop computational intelligence models based on neural networks (NN), fuzzy models (FM), support vector machines (SVM) and long short-term memory networks (LSTM) to predict human pose and activity from image sequences, based on computer vision approaches to gather the required features. To obtain the human pose semantics (output classes), based on a set of 3D points that describe the human body model (the input variables of the predictive model), prediction models were obtained from the acquired data, for example, video images. In the same way, to predict the semantics of the atomic activities that compose an activity, based again in the human body model extracted at each video frame, prediction models were learned using LSTM networks. In both cases the best learned models were implemented in an application to test the systems. The SVM model obtained 95.97% of correct classification of the six different human poses tackled in this work, during tests in different situations from the training phase. The implemented LSTM learned model achieved an overall accuracy of 88%, during tests in different situations from the training phase. These results demonstrate the validity of both approaches to predict human pose and activity from image sequences. Moreover, the system is capable of obtaining the atomic activities and quantifying the time interval in which each activity takes place.
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1. Introduction

Humans and machines are deemed to work and live together in the years to come. Technology has advanced significantly in past years, and machines are part of our lives at home, with transport and also in the work environment. Examples of such technologies are included in smart homes [1], in autonomous vehicles [2] and, for example, in the use of collaborative robots in industry [3] and in office buildings [4] or homes [5]. In this sense, human activity monitoring in these technological environments is crucial to ensure safety in these human robot interactions, as described in Reference [6] for the industrial case. Related works can be found in the review paper in Reference [7] on relevant environments for safe human robot interaction. From the four safety pillars highlighted?control, motion planning, prediction, psychological consideration, the approaches proposed in this paper are related to prediction. The prediction aims to ensure a proper safe interaction with machines, that is, by allowing robots and other agents to infer and predict human pose and activity.

Human Pose and Activity Monitoring Systems are crucial to achieve a proper integration of machines in the human environment and moreover to ensure that external agents can access in real
time the state of the human. This is important to check, for example, if an older adult passed out or fell at home. Other application scenarios are, for example, to monitor a physical exercise that a medical doctor prescribed to his/her patient. This example is depicted further in the paper as a use case application of the proposed approaches. To evaluate the performance or even to verify whether the human is performing an activity, it is necessary to collect data that allow a system?in the case of this paper, an intelligent system?to measure the type of pose or activity of the human.

Several types of sensors can be used to obtain data to infer pose or human activity. 3D information can be obtained from the environment to clearly obtain real 3D metric values for pose. Other sensors, for example, wearable sensors, smartphone embedded sensors and so forth, give information about events that can occur after post-processing of accelerometers or physiological sensors, like ECG or respiratory. Considering the smartphone in another level, information on its use on social networks can allow the detection of events and detect anomalies or disasters based on multimedia contents [8]. In the following, an analysis will be performed on the state-of-the-art of such systems, relating them to the proposed approaches in this paper.

Starting with 3D information, in the review paper in Reference [9] are presented different methods to obtain 3D Data for human activity recognition, using Mocaps http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu/, using multiple views obtain the 3D information [10] and in recent years RGB-D cameras. The first approach based in Mocaps have the disadvantage of the apparatus that need to be attached to the human, for example, inertial sensors and/or markers for optical measurement. The advantage of such systems is that they have a very good accuracy, where the optical mocap can be applied to high accuracy demanding systems, such as medical surgery [11]. Such millimetre accuracy is not needed for monitoring humans in its daily life activities at home, as tackled in this paper. Moreover, such systems are very expensive and not adequate to attach to humans in its common daily life activities. The second approach estimates the 3D information using computer vision techniques, based on multiple views of the target object, in this case the human. This method estimates the depth information from those views and relies on the solution of a very non-linear system of equations, that can hamper the global solution in local minima. In recent years and with the advent of depth cameras, the depth information can be calculated from this piece of hardware, avoiding some complex computational frameworks and the attachment of inertial sensors or markers to the human body. As such, in this research work, an RGB-D camera is used to obtain the required 3D data from image sequences, making the system more stable than the 3D estimation from multiple views and cheaper than the mocap solutions.

From RGB-D cameras, 3D data of the human pose can be obtained, along with the 3D occupancy map, as presented in Reference [9]. Moreover, Kinect and other RGB-D cameras have software libraries that allow to obtain directly the human 3D model, based on some key 3D points of the skeleton. Recently, developments by the research community allowed the obtaining of the 3D pose (body model) of a human, using the OpenPose [12] software library. This is of special interest because, from 2D data from a single camera, over a sequence of frames, the 3D human body model can be obtained.

From the set of points obtained, no semantic meaning is associated to each pose. To the best of our knowledge there is no intelligent system that can estimate the semantic meaning of the pose, that is, in natural language, only based on visual features. That is one contribution of the paper to classify each human pose directly into its semantic meaning, for example, lying down, sitting. For this purpose, computational intelligence techniques, for example, fuzzy models, support vector machines, neural networks, will be compared to obtain the best model to be implemented into a software application to run at a robot. This robot is set to monitor a human at home and the pose of the human is important to infer its health status and to detect potentially dangerous poses of the human. Other approaches rely on wearable sensors, smartphone embedded sensors, that directly can estimate the human activity.

Human activity recognition has been an active field of research, where several sensors are used. In Reference [13] a survey is presented on the use of wearable sensors, such as accelerometer, GPS, heart monitor, electrocardiogram (ECG), light sensor, thermometer and so forth, integrated in smartphones and similar electronic devices. Those sensors when combined with proper intelligent systems (support
vector machines) to obtain accuracy close to 97% for simple activities, for example, ambulation. In Reference [14] results are presented for video data but a sequence of states must be known a-priori to detect the activity.

Smartphones and its embedded sensors are also used in this type of research work, due to its generalised availability and ease of programming, as, for example, the work in References [15,16], which present an overview of different approaches. Those approaches also rely on intelligent systems to classify the human activity and several algorithms were used, being support vector machines, Bayesian approaches and neural networks the most applied. However, it is also shown in the overview paper in Reference [16] that the use of recurrent neural networks with LSTM performs better than traditional solutions.

Deep learning was applied with Smartphones in Reference [17,18], which obtained again better results than Support Vector Machines. Other approaches that use deep learning techniques were recently proposed [19], which evaluate Support Vector Machine models, Convolutional Neural Networks, LSTMs and Semisupervised Recurrent Convolutional Network, with the use multimodal wearable sensors. The later model obtained the best accuracy. However, no image data was used in this work. The use of video images is important because it is not an intrusive way for the human, that is, he/she does not have to wear any type of sensors in the body or cloth. In all the described works, the activity recognition is based on the main activity and not on atomic activities, with the exception of the work in Reference [17], which uses smartphone sensors.

In the literature, several examples do exist for activity recognition that use probability-based algorithms to build activity models, for example, in Reference [14] and references therein. Hidden Markov model and the conditional random field have been extensively studied by the research community. Reference [14] proposed probabilistic based activity models from video data, although without specification the numerical quality of the models. Moreover, models for each atomic activity are to be learned. This same issue also appears in the work that combines Convolutional Neural Networks and the LSTM model presented in Reference [20], which uses a 3D point model of the human body obtained from the Kinect video sensor, from Microsoft.

In our approach to activity recognition, an LSTM architecture was proposed with a unique model to be learned to obtain the atomic activity predictions, with the great advantage that no a-priori knowledge of the number of states is needed. Moreover, quantitative metrics are presented to validate the learned models. The approach uses video images and no other types of information such as wearable sensors. It has the advantage of the person not having to use wearables, but a camera is needed to look at the person’s activity. This is a limitation of the proposed system, because it can only be used when the human is within the field of view of a video camera.

Existing methods only detail the type of activity and cannot measure, based on video images, the time of different phases of the activity. This allows to monitor the performance of humans physical activity. The system is also appropriate to measure the performance of some test exercises prescribed by a Medical Doctor, such as the one presented in Section 3.2. To validate the second system a physical activity exercise that the robotic system can monitor was used. This monitoring is used to test the quality of the performance of the human while doing the exercise.

Recently, novel approaches based on multimedia data [21] were proposed that can detect important relations between objects and defined topics of interest within online social networks, while persons perform activities. This approach can then summarize such relations and be used to detect and manage events [8] such as emergencies and disasters in real life applications. This new trend, associated with the massive usage by persons of online social networks, can be used to track the behavior of persons while performing activities and spread alerts over social networks, for example.

In the proposed approaches for pose and activity recognition, an RGB-D camera is to be used to obtain the required 3D data from image sequences, making the system more stable than the 3D estimation from multiple views and cheaper than the mocap solutions, where the sensors should be attached to the human. By using cameras, the sensor does not need to be attached to the human body,
which is an advantage of the proposed approach, although the human should be visible by the camera. The proposed system for pose recognition have the following advantage related to the state-of-the-art: is able to estimate the semantic meaning of the pose, that is, in natural language, only based on visual features. Within the paper, will be presented the intelligent model that will be more robust for the application tackled in this research work, for example, to monitor the human pose within its home, along with human activity. For the activity recognition, a LSTM architecture will be proposed with a unique learned model to obtain the atomic activity predictions, with the great advantage that no a-priori knowledge of the number of states is needed. Moreover, all the system is based on visual features. The proposed methods, will be validated in real scenarios, where the data was captured from the cameras. The learned models will be implemented in a robotic system to monitor human pose and activity in a home environment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical framework behind the models that will be learned, compared and then implemented in test scenarios. In Section 3 are presented the developed applications for human pose and activity detection and recognition. Next section presents the results for training and testing, in real scenarios, along with its discussion. The paper ends with conclusions and future work proposals.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Classical Computational Intelligence Based Models

In the general case, data is organized in inputs and outputs of the system to be modelled. The input data is defined by a vector, \( x = [x_1 \ x_2 \ldots \ x_n]^T \), where \( n \) is the number of inputs. The output data is defined by a vector \( y = [y_1 \ y_2 \ldots \ y_m]^T \), where \( m \) is the number of outputs. From the learning approaches depicted in the following sub-sections, several models, \( y = F(x) \), will be obtained to solve the stated classification problem. Depending on the learning approaches, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) models or several Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) models, will be obtained for the classification of human poses and activity, the latter enhancing the atomic activities that compose the general activity.

2.1.1. Support Vector Machines

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) [22] maps an input vector into a high-dimensional descriptor space through some nonlinear mapping, chosen a priori. In this space, an optimal separating hyperplane is constructed. SVM classification was applied for the human pose estimation case and the cubic epsilon loss insensitive optimization technique was used, where the Gaussian kernel’s bandwidth have to be set, along with the Lagrangian multipliers [22]. The cubic function was chosen, in this work, as the best SVM contribution to classifiers comparison, based on preliminary results obtained from the gathered data. The purpose of the method is to obtain the cubic function,

\[
 f(x) = (x^T \cdot \beta + b)^3
\]  

(1)

This function is obtained by formulating a convex optimization problem to find \( f(x) \) with minimal value for \( \|\beta^T \cdot \beta\| \), with the following stopping criteria for the residuals: \( \forall n: |y_n - (x^T \cdot \beta + b)^3| \leq \varepsilon \). Following Reference [22], the goal is to minimize the following Lagrangian equation, where nonnegative multipliers \( a_k \), and \( a_k^* \), were introduced for each data sample \( k \), from the \( N \) available.

\[
 L(a) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (a_i - a_i^*) (a_j - a_j^*) x_i^T \cdot x_j + \epsilon \sum_{i=1}^{N} (a_i + a_i^*) x_i^T \cdot x_j + \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i (a_i^* - a_i)
\]  

(2)

Constrained with:
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} (a_n - a_n^*) = 0 \]
\[ \forall n: 0 \leq a_n \leq C \]
\[ \forall n: 0 \leq a_n^* \leq C \]  

(3)

2.1.2. Fuzzy Models

From the modelling techniques based on soft computing, fuzzy modelling \[23\] is one of the most appealing. If no a priori knowledge is available, the rules and membership functions can be directly extracted from process measurement. Fuzzy models can provide a transparent description of the system, which can reflect the nonlinearities of the system. This paper uses Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models \[24\] where the consequents are crisp functions of the antecedent variables.

Different classes of fuzzy clustering algorithms can be used to approximate a set of data by local models. From the available clustering algorithms, subtractive clustering (SC) \[25\] was used in this work.

Fuzzy Inference systems are if-then rule based and each rule, which is associated with the number of data clusters, \(K\). Rules, \(R_i\), have antecedents, associated to fuzzy sets, \(A_{ij}\) and consequents, \(B_i\), Equation (4):

\[ R_i: \text{ If } x_1 \text{ is } A_{i1} \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } x_n \text{ is } A_{in} \]
\[ \text{then } y_i = B_{ij}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, K. \]  

(4)

The number of rules, \(K\), and the antecedent fuzzy sets \(A_{ij}\) are determined by means of fuzzy clustering in the product space of the inputs and the outputs \[26\]. To obtain each estimated output, \(\hat{y}\), Equations (5) and (6) were used to average the contribution of each rule, where \(\beta_i\) is the degree of activation of each rule and \(\mu_{A_{ij}}\) is the membership function of each fuzzy set \(A_{ij}\).

\[ \hat{y} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{K} \beta_i y_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{K} w_i \beta_i}, \]
\[ \beta_i = \prod_{j=1}^{n} \mu_{A_{ij}} (x_j), \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, K, \]  

(5)

(6)

2.1.3. Neural Networks

Neural Networks (NN) \[27\] are based on the interconnection between a set of simple processing units (neurons). Each of these neurons contains a linear or nonlinear transformation function. The connections between the neurons have an associated weight that must be trained in order to adjust the performance of the network to the purpose of its use.

NN are flexible classification systems that are easily trained using backpropagation. By repeatedly showing a neural network inputs classified into groups, the network can be trained to discern the criteria used to classify and it can do so in a generalized manner allowing successful classification of new inputs not used during training \[28\]. Each NN is characterized by the number of its layers, the units that compose each one of these layers, the interconnections between the units composing each layer and the ones that compose the following layer and all the associated weights.

The probabilistic neural network was first presented by Reference \[29\] and is a type of feedforward neural network, obtained from the Bayes Net and the Kernel Fisher discriminant analysis, as presented in the seminal paper. This NN is specially designed for classification problems. The network architecture have three layers: the input, the radial basis and the competitive layers. The input layer calculates the distances, by a hidden neuron, from the input data to the training data set. These values are then sent to the radial basis functions, with a given spread, and a vector of probabilities is obtained. In the competitive layer, is chosen the large probability to define the main plant genus class. Figure 1 depicts the PNN architecture, previously presented, and the main mathematical equations, showing the number of inputs, outputs and radial based functions obtained for the network trained with the data studied in this paper, for human pose detection.
Figure 1. Probabilistic Neural Network architecture, depicting 140 neurons in the radial basis layer, the weights W1 and W2, the bias b, for 36 inputs (the 2D coordinates of the 18 nodes human body model) and the output class (the 6 possible classes of human poses).

2.2. Deep Learning Based Model-LSTM

In this sub-section is presented the deep learning based model LSTM and the architecture developed to obtain the prediction of the human activities. The architecture is sequential and comprises two LSTM layers and a final feedforward neural network, depicted in Figure 2.

The LSTM [30] has complex dynamics that allow it to memorize information for several timesteps, which is essential to model activities. The long term memory is stored in a vector of memory cells \( c_t \in \mathbb{R}^n \), where \( n \) is the number of cells/neurons. Several LSTM architectures have been proposed over the years to tackle different problems. A review was recently published in Reference [31]. Many differ on the architecture, for example, the connectivity structure and activation functions. However, all LSTM architectures have explicit memory cells for storing information for long periods of time, which is the main essence of this deep learning model and one of the basis of the large scope of its applications.
The LSTM can decide to overwrite the memory cell, retrieve it, or keep it for the next time step, depending on the learned activation vector forgot gate. The LSTM architecture used in the work presented in this paper follows the LSTM cell Equations (7), that are also depicted in Figure 3.

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_t &= \sigma(W_{xi}x_t + W_{hi}h_{t-1} + W_{ci}c_{t-1} + b_i) \\
    f_t &= \sigma(W_{xf}x_t + W_{hf}h_{t-1} + W_{cf}c_{t-1} + b_f) \\
    c_t &= f_t c_{t-1} + i_t \tanh(W_{xc}x_t + W_{hc}h_{t-1} + b_c) \\
    o_t &= \sigma(W_{xo}x_t + W_{ho}h_{t-1} + W_{co}c_t + b_o) \\
    h_t &= o_t \tanh(c_t)
\end{align*}
\]

where:

- \(x_t \in \mathbb{R}^n\): input vector to the LSTM unit
- \(f_t \in \mathbb{R}^h\): forget gate’s activation vector
- \(i_t \in \mathbb{R}^h\): input/update gate’s activation vector
- \(o_t \in \mathbb{R}^h\): output gate’s activation vector
- \(h_t \in \mathbb{R}^h\): hidden state vector also known as output vector of the LSTM unit
- \(c_t \in \mathbb{R}^h\): cell state vector
- \(W \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times n}, U \in \mathbb{R}^{h \times h}\) and \(b \in \mathbb{R}^h\) are weight matrices and bias vector parameters which need to be learned during training where the superscripts \(n\) and \(h\) refer to the number of input features and number of cells/neurons, respectively.

![Figure 3. Graphical representation of a long short-term memory cell.](image)

2.3. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Computational Intelligence Models

In this sub-section are presented the advantages and advantages of using the computational methods presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

Support vector machines is a method that delivers a unique solution, since the problem is convex. This is an important advantage related to neural networks, that can have several solutions related to local minima. SVM also produce robust models with a proper choose of the kernel, in this paper a polynomial, that can generalize even if the data is biased. Moreover, to avoid over-fitting the regularization kernel can be used. Since it is a non-parametric method, SVM have a lack on the transparency of results. Moreover, the theory covers the determination of the parameters for a given kernel.

The inferred results from fuzzy models can be easily interpreted because the nature of the learned fuzzy rules, in the case of the paper, Sugeno type. Another advantage of such models is that they can handle inherent uncertainties of the domain knowledge and are also robust to possible disturbance on the input/output data. As drawbacks, these learned models are highly dependent on the trained data, from which the fuzzy model rules are obtained. As such, the presented fuzzy models cannot generalize and new rules need to be added, needing a new learning phase.
Neural Networks have the disadvantage of the results interpretation, for the same reasons as the SVM models. Moreover, it is not straightforward to identify the proper number of layers and neurons for each dataset. As advantages, neural networks can generalize very well, are robust do disturbances on the data and changes in the modelled process.

For sequential datasets, classical neural networks have the drawback of not taking into account memory. LSTM models are specially developed to tackle this issue by introducing short term and long term memory modules. Moreover, are capable to tackle long time lags, and noisy data. As a special feature, related to state automata or hidden markov models, LSTM does not need a-priori knowledge of the number of states. As a drawback, they require a large amount of data, in the training phase, where existing data is often inflated. Also LSTM requires more memory and training time, than the classical methods in Section 2.1, due to the memory feature.

3. Developed Applications

In this section will be presented the developed applications that implement the pose classification and the human activity recognition systems. The first application implements the classical computational intelligence based models, presented in Section 2.1. The second application implements the deep learning Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) artificial neural network architecture, presented in Section 2.2.

The human poses are obtained directly from the images captured from an image capturing device. In this work, a RGB-D camera (Intel RealSense D415) was used, depicted in Figure 4. From this device, the images are sent to the OpenPose [12] to obtain a set of points that model the human pose [12]. The 18 nodes body model was chosen and used, after preliminary tests, because it outputs the needed features to classify the human daily life pose, at home. In Figure 5 are presented the points (large ones with several colours) of the human model for a human pose.

![Figure 4. The RGB-D camera used in image acquisition located at a mobile robot manipulator.](image)

The human pose was obtained using an open-source computational framework widely spread in the research community with results that suits the developed applications, it is OpenPose [12]. Openpose is the first real-time pose detection system for one or more people and detects a set of key points (nodes) in the human body, face and hands. In the paper was used the model of the body and not the model for hands and face that OpenPose also delivers, because it was not needed for the proposed solutions. In Figure 5, are depicted the constituent nodes of the human body containing a total of 18 nodes, being the same ones that are part of the construction of the Human Pose and Activity Monitoring Systems, proposed in this paper. The pose model for each image is delivered as a json file with the nodes for each person detected. In all the captured images, used in this work, only a person was the object of study and, as such, only one model is considered for each image.
The machine that runs OpenPose is an Ubuntu 16.04 desktop, with an GPU graphic card NVIDIA Quadro P2000, an i7 processor @ 3.60 GHz and 64 Gb of RAM. The images are captured from an Intel Intellisense camera D415, setup to capture images at 60Hz at the resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. Within the CPU and GPU specifications, the OpenPose algorithm runs at an average of two images per second, that is, can obtain the human body model two times per second.

3.1. Human Pose Detection and Recognition in Homes

For the purpose of human pose analysis, a set of poses were identified that represent the typical human poses in home daily life. They are: lying down; standing; sitting; slanted right; slanted left; crouching. In Figure 6 are presented the images of the set of poses.

The application to obtain the learned models was developed taking into account previous works from the authors, when building computational intelligence platforms and applications to other domains, such as health [32] and agriculture [33]. This stage of the process was performed using Matlab r2018, running in a desktop computer, with i7 processor @ 3.60 GHz and 64 Gb of RAM.

The second stage of human pose estimation, is to implement the learned model in a machine that can operate autonomously, for example, a robot. As such, the learned model from the previous stage, coded in Matlab, should be coded in C++. For that, the Matlab Coder toolbox was used and a C++ program was developed as a Robot Operating System (ROS https://www.ros.org/) node to run in the ROS environment and be able to communicate seemingly to other ROS nodes that controls the robotic system. This node was called /classifyX, given as output the name of the pose of the human, at a time rate of 0.5 seconds.

To control the robot, several other nodes were implemented, that are responsible to capture the image, run the OpenPose algorithm, navigate the robot and various to start a dialogue with an human. Despite the pose estimation being refreshed two times at each second, the robot navigation control is done at an higher frame rate, based on the robot encoders and laser range finder. The behavior of the robot was implemented under the ROS environment using the state machine framework SMACH (http://wiki.ros.org/smach), which, depending on the state of the human: can start a dialogue with the person, or call for help in the case of a person lying on the floor.
3.2. Human Activity Detection and Recognition in Homes

From the several activities that a human can perform at home, physical activity was chosen to develop and validate the proposed approach. The physical activity to be performed by the human is a benchmark test, monitor the condition of people. It consists, on walking forward and backwards, 3 m for each leg, starting and ending at the seated position. The time spent at each phase of the exercise is an indicator of the physical condition of the human.

Figure 7 represents two images taken from one image sequence of one exercise, where is depicted the bench of the start and end positions. The procedure of image capturing was the same as the one presented in the previous section, where the 18 node body model was obtained using the OpenPose framework. The sample time for each frame had one second average, where all the pose computations were performed. The sub-images of the right at Figure 7, depicts the computed body models for the images on the left.

The application for human activity detection was developed in Python under the Keras framework [34]. The process was running in an Ubuntu 16.04 desktop machine, with an GPU graphic card NVIDIA Quadro P2000, an i7 processor @ 3.60 GHz and 64 Gb of RAM. The application allows offline and online modes of operation, where the first one can analyse the captured data in batch mode from several activities, or even deploy the processing to another machine, for example in Cloud. The sequence of images to train and test the LSTM model, was captured using the same system of the previous sub-section, that is, an Intel Intellisense camera and the desktop machine that runs the OpenPose algorithm, at two images per second.
4. Results and Discussion

In this section, are presented the results obtained from the developed applications in Section 3, that implement the methods presented along with its architectures, in Section 2. This section first presents the devised overall procedure to obtain the Computer Vision Intelligent Models to Extract Human Pose and Activity from Image Sequences. The types of data used and how it was obtained are presented, along with the performance indexes, that will be used to validate the models and the results using the best models. The section ends with the presentation of the results for the two cases: human pose detection and recognition and human activity detection and recognition. For those independent case studies results are presented and discussed, both in training and during the application with novel data.

For training the models, a generic approach was applied for both human pose and activity recognition. In Figure 8 is present that approach. From the acquired images, obtained from an RGB-D camera, presented in Section 3, the human body model is obtained for each image frame. In this work, only one person is present in the image, although OpenPose can recognize several humans. A such, the approach can be extended to extract the poses and activities of humans in the same video frame.

The next step is to normalize the data, within the interval $[-1; 1]$ to avoid large numbers and to scale the data. Moreover, it have an important effect on the results of the training, validation and test procedures, as discussed in Reference [33]. From the acquired data, a separation is needed to distinguish the data from training and validation, as further discussed in the next sub-sections, to increase the robustness of the learned models. The classification models are then obtained with a proper results discussion with the adequate performance metrics.
Figure 8. The workflow proposed in the paper to obtain the several models from the acquired data from images, for both human pose and activity detections. In the boxes, in gray are presented the main tasks and in white rectangles the data or sub-tasks are depicted.

4.1. Data Acquisition and Preparation

From the acquired data, that is, the node points of the human body model, as presented in Section 3, several steps need to be performed to obtain the respective pose and/or activity. The steps are data normalization and separation in training and validation sets. The processes of data separation is important to obtain robust models. If all the available data is used to train the model, those will likely be over fitted to the training data and exceptional results are also likely to be obtained. To obtain a proper model, for example, that can generalize to new situations (data samples) is mandatory to use appropriate training approaches, as presented in Reference [32].

To evaluate the obtained model during training, cross validation [35] is used. In other words, the full dataset is split in training and validation subsets. Before training, some data is removed from the full dataset. After training is complete, the removed data is used to test/validate the performance of the obtained model. Several iterations can be done to check the consistency of the model in several randomized subsets of training and validation. After this process, the classification models are obtained and then applied in new situations.

4.1.1. Pose Detection

Table 1 presents the classes and its size, in number of images. It is also depicted in the table that the data was obtained from eight different persons, students at Instituto Politécnico de Castelo Branco. Its is very important to mention that the data is balanced, that is, the number of images for each class is the same, leading to more accurate models. Since the training algorithms are designed to maximize accuracy, is important to have each class with the same size.

Table 1. Number of images captured to build the data set, by class, for each of the eight persons: \( P_i, i = 1, \ldots, 8 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Number</th>
<th>Class Description</th>
<th>P 1</th>
<th>P 2</th>
<th>P 3</th>
<th>P 4</th>
<th>P 5</th>
<th>P 6</th>
<th>P 7</th>
<th>P 8</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lying down</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sitting</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Slanted Right</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Slanted Left</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Crouching</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, were used 720 images of humans in the training and testing of the models. After this process, new images were taken from the same persons, to verify the quality of the final application developed.
4.1.2. Activity Detection

Human activity in homes cannot be properly inferred by identifying the pose on static images, because the time is very important in these analysis. That is why the algorithms used for the pose are not the ones to apply. The use of LSTM networks is to be used because it can capture and keeps in memory, for example, in the learned model, the evolution of the human poses during a time interval.

From the physical activity exercise presented in Section 2.2, three atomic activities are present: seating, walking (both forward and backward). These activities are to be learned from videos of persons doing the exercises and become the classes to be detected. In other words, each phase of the exercise, will be an activity to detect and consequently a class to be inferred from the LSTM model.

In this research work, thirty exercises were recorded from three different persons. From the acquired data, the LSTM model for this exercise was learned. After this process, new videos were acquired for offline processing, along with tests with the online version of the application were performed.

4.2. Performance Indexes for Results Analysis

This sub-section presents three types of performance indexes, related to the classification problem at end. These indexes are needed to evaluate the quality of the learned fuzzy model, neural network or support vector machines. The models were developed using Matlab, while using the CLAP platform [32,33] and the toolboxes therein for classification. The toolbox is freely available by request to the authors. The confusion matrix [36] was used to present the results for the assessment of the classification of the human pose, to the dataset not used for training or validation. It was also used the accuracy, which represents the percentage of correctly labelled poses, when compared with the annotated data. During training and for the assessment of the results obtained, two indexes were used that are complementary, that is, the $R^2$ index and the Root Mean Square (RMSE). $R^2$ index is related to the variation of the variables, where 1 represents more accurate results, while RMSE represents the mean error when the model fails to classify correctly the pose.

$$R^2 = \left( \frac{\sum (x-\bar{x})(y-\bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum (x-\bar{x})^2 \sum (y-\bar{y})^2}} \right)^2$$

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}$$

4.3. Human Pose Detection and Recognition

For the training and validation steps, the data was normalized and split with 80% for training and 20% for validation. A 5-fold cross validation approach was used, that is, the data was randomly divided in training and validation and the results are depicted in Table 2.

To estimate the above mentioned models, in Section 2.1, the following parameters were set, after a large set of experiments, for each learned models:

- the fuzzy sugeno inference with 100 clusters using subtractive clustering;
- the support vector machine model using the linear epsilon insensitive cost, while the gaussian kernel’s bandwidth has to be set to 0.1, along with the lagrangian multipliers bound set to 20;
- the probabilistic neural network (NN-pnn), with 140 neurons in the radial basis layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>Time Elapsed [msec]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cubic SVM</td>
<td>0.99523</td>
<td>0.11785</td>
<td>1.3133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugeno-SC</td>
<td>0.73216</td>
<td>0.91893</td>
<td>1.7956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>0.85338</td>
<td>0.65279</td>
<td>0.38707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Having the three different learned models, it is clear by observing Table 2 that the one showing more accuracy is the Cubic SVM. The Fuzzy Sugeno model showed inappropriate accuracy levels, which confirms the disadvantage on the large dependency of the training data and difficulty to generalize. The used data was noisy and the validation step was designed with several cross-validations, to enhance the learned models. Despite being more accurate than the fuzzy models, the probabilistic neural network is not more accurate than the SVM, although being able to obtain results more quicker.

In conclusion, the learned cubic SVM model is the one chosen to be implemented and further tested, with new data to verify its robustness. In Figure 9 is presented the confusion matrix of the results for this next step, obtained from the application developed to classify the pose of the human from the images captured. It is clear that crouching estimation obtained the worst results and the lying down the best one. The accuracy of the results is depicted in Table 3, that confirms the excellent performance of the classification application based on SVM, with 29 errors in 720 classified poses, which give an overall accuracy of 95.97%. These results confirms that SVM can generalize and that the model obtained does not show over-fitting to the training data.

Table 3. Accuracy of the implemented Cubic SVM learned model, when applied to new data samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Number</th>
<th>Class Description</th>
<th>Nr. Errors</th>
<th>Accuracy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lying down</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>99.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sitting</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>97.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Slanted Right</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Slanted Left</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Crouching</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the process of learning the SVM model for the human pose detection and recognition, it was implemented in the application presented in subSection 3.1. The process workflow is depicted in Figure 10, were from the captured RGB-D image, the pose is inferred by the robot manipulator using the ROS node developed for classification. It outputs the number of the class, as presented in Table 1.

Figure 9. The results obtained from the Cubic SVM model implemented in C++, to operate in the ROS framework.

Figure 10. The workflow proposed in the paper to obtain, from the acquired image and using the learned cubic SVM model, the inferred pose to be sent to the robot manipulator.
Figure 11 presents the experimental setup where the human pose estimation is implemented, that is, in the robot equipped with an RGB-D camera facing the human. As seen in the figure, the OpenPose application identified all the nodes of the human pose, that are to be fed to the classification application. The application, when called by the robot, delivers output, as seen in Figure 12. The learned model output is 2.800800, which clearly is close to the class label number 3, standing, with an error on 0.2. This error is higher than the trained error, which is generally expected when the learned model is applied to new situations, which was the case.

Figure 11. The experimental setup: (a) Robot and the person to estimate the pose; (b) the image captured with the OpenPose eighteen node body model superimposed.

Figure 12. The output of the system for the given pose, depicted in Figure 11b.

For the pose estimation, the results are dependent on the video frame, that is 60 Hz at the resolution of $640 \times 480$, and the OpenPose algorithm which outputs an update of the human body model at a rate of two per second. Apart from this bottleneck related to the video systems, the pose classification algorithms are indeed fast. The SVM learned model was the one with best accuracy and implemented in the ROS framework, which have a 1.31 milliseconds time for classification. This factor shows the efficiency of the approach since it is only based on visual features and can refresh its results two times each second. Moreover, it showed very good results with new data, as depicted in Figure 9. This is sufficient for the task tackled, that is, to monitor human body pose.

4.4. Human Activity Detection and Recognition

For human activity detection and recognition, the LSTM model (Section 2.2) was learned from a new gathered dataset, independent from the dataset used in the previous sub-section. During the training and validation steps, the data was normalized in the interval $[-1; 1]$, and split with 80% for training and 20% for validation. A 5-fold cross validation approach was used, that is, the data was randomly divided in training and validation. In the learning process it is adequate to inflate the data to obtain a larger dataset and make the learned model more robust [34], even to missing data. In this sense, the following procedures were performed to obtain new data from the captured ones adding gaussian noise to frames; adding new frames with different focal lengths (by performing homothetys); adding new frames with different rotations; deleting frames. This process was performed which increased the available trained data four times.

In Figure 13a,b are presented examples by adding gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation of 20 pixels. In Figure 13c,d are presented examples by performing homothetys that changed the focal length. In the example depicted in the figure the overall size of the body model was diminished.
by a factor of two. Following, Figure 14 depicts examples of rotations used, while inflating the data. In the examples shown, the rotations range from zero to ninety degrees. Using this new data in the learning phase, the drawback of the need for large amounts of training data was taking into account.

![Example plots](image1.png)

**Figure 13.** This figure shows examples of data inflation, represented by samples of the 18 nodes body model: (a) acquired body model; (b) body model after adding gaussian noise, to simulate errors in OpenPose; (c) acquired body model; (d) body model after performing an homothety, that is, to simulate different image depths.

![Example plot](image2.png)

**Figure 14.** This figure shows examples of data inflation, represented by samples of the 18 nodes body model, due to rotations of the model, from zero to ninety degrees.

After the process of learning the LSTM model for the human activity detection, it was implemented in the application presented in Section 3.2. The process workflow is depicted in Figure 15, where, from the captured RGB-D image frames, the activity is inferred by the robot manipulator using the ROS node developed in python for classification. It outputs the number of the class, as presented in Figure 16.

After several experiments with the LSTM architecture the following parameters were set consider six time steps; the first LSTM with 100 neurons; the second LSTM with 50 neurons. The final feedforward neural network has 30 neurons in the first layer, 10 in the middle layer and 3 neurons in the output that corresponds to the three classes/atomic activities to be detected.
Figure 15. The workflow proposed in the paper to obtain, from the acquired sequence of images/video and using the learned LSTM model, the inferred activity to be sent to the robot manipulator.

Figure 16. This figure shows the predictions for the activities performed during the exercise, using the LSTM, while walking to the right and left, before ending seated. These steps are the repeated in cycle.

As a final result of the LSTM learned model, an overall accuracy of 88% was obtained. It is worth to mention that the errors appear mainly during the activity changes, that is, from the seating to walking, walking to seating and also in the change of walking forward (from the left) to walking backward (to the right). These errors are depicted in Figure 16 and can be clearly viewed in the raw prediction. By applying a simple moving average of three time steps, the results are smoothed and the averaged prediction is obtained, where the errors are clearly diminished, as expected. This procedure was the chosen one, instead of trying to obtain a novel class for the transition, which by itself is not a relevant atomic activity. As such, and taking into account the results obtained from the LSTM learned model and the final prediction, the model is considered to be valid for the purposes of this study. Moreover, it was capable of tackling considerable time lags, two events per second in this case, and noisy data, both acquired and inflated.

The activity recognition also has, for the computational power used, an output rate for the OpenPose algorithm of two per second. Despite this fact, the LSTM learned model have an average of 0.13 seconds to refresh the prediction. This fact can be observed from the Figure 17, where is presented its behaviour across some iterations, i.e, sequential time steps, showing a nearly constant variation. This fact ensures that despite the model is more complex than other approaches, for example, neural networks, can be considered stable in computational requirements. The accurate results obtained, combined with the required time to obtained them, show the efficiency of the approach, considering that only visual features were used. This is sufficient for the task tackled, that is, to monitor the human activity in home related activities, such as the one presented in this sub-section.
5. Conclusions and Future Work

The paper proposed applications based on computer vision and computational intelligence methods (NN, FM, SVM, LSTM), which allowed to obtain:

- Human Pose semantics from video images, for six different classes. The cubic SVM model obtained 95.97% of correct classification, during tests in situations different than the training phase.
- Human Activity semantics from video image sequences. The implemented LSTM learned model achieved an overall accuracy of 88%, during tests in situations different than the training phase.
- Atomic activities and quantify the time interval that each activity take place.

The computational intelligence approaches used showed excellent results giving the real complexity of the problem related to the several positions, rotations and perspective transformations that the human body model, obtained at each image video frame, can have. Moreover, the gathered data used are only based on visual features and it is noisy.

The developed applications are currently running on a robot in a smart-home environment. This robot is set to monitor a human at home. From the visual features of the human is important to infer its health status and to detect potentially dangerous poses. Moreover, and using the learned LSTM model, the robot can monitor physical activity exercises as that presented in this paper, giving reports of human performance on the benchmark exercise.

Since OpenPose can recognize several humans in the same video frame, the proposed approaches can be extended to extract the poses and activities of several humans in the same image frame. This is one possible direction for future work. Another direction for future work is to gather more data, especially for the activity recognition case, to increase the accuracy of the learned system.
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